


Personalisation is when marketers use subscriber data within their email to make the content 
feel tailor-made for the individual.



The biggest challenges with personalisation are 
gaining insight quickly enough (40%), having 
enough data (39%), and inaccurate data (38%).

Personalised email messages improve click 
throughs on a call-to-action by an average of 
14%, and conversions by 10% (Aberdeen Group).

39% of marketers never personalise their emails 
(My Emma).

Email list segmentation and personalized 
emailing were the most effective email strategies 
of 2017 (DMA).



• Merge Fields

• Salutations

• Dynamic Content

• Personalised Images

• Dynamic Sending information

• Dynamic Emails



A merge field is displaying 
data that is held against a field 
on the contact record.

Advantage:
Make the recipient believe 
this email was created only for 
them.

What is a 
Merge Field?



SALUTATION ENABLES YOU TO 
INSERT A DEFAULT VALUE IF THE 

DATA AGAINST THE CONTACT 
FIELD IS BLANK

IF PEOPLE ARE POOR AT INSERTING 
DATA INTO YOUR DATABASE, LEAVING 
THE FIELDS BLANK, THEN SALUTATION 

CAN BE USED

What is a ?





Dynamic Content enables you 
to change an area or image 
based on data held against 
that field.

Advantage:
More relevant to the recipient 
that’s receiving the email.



?



• Segment-specific – personalised by industry vertical 
or segment criteria

• Persona-specific – personalised for specific buyer 
types

• Stage-specific – personalised for a stage of the 
buying process

• Account-specific – personalised for a specific 
prospect organization

• Lead-specific – personalised for an individual lead



A Personalised image allows 
you to adjust a static image by 
pulling through content 
against a field.

Advantage:
Makes the image unique to 
the recipient.

What is A 

?



What is a ?



Dynamic sending information allows you to 
change who the email is being sent from.

Advantage: 
Prevents you from creating campaigns for each 
account owner

What is a 



Personalisation gone wrong







How to 
overcome a 

mistake



• Check the data

• Is it relevant

• Test the emails for each type of 
outcome

Three steps to 
be successful



Successful use of 
personalisation 



Successful use of 
personalisation 



Successful use of 
personalisation 



1. Using the account owners 
information for the sending details

2. Sending relevant content in your 
newsletters

3. Renewal campaigns

4. Signing your emails off from the 
account owner

5. Sending content based on previous 
behaviour

The best ways to use 
personalisation 



• Get your sales/account 
management team to capture the 
required data

• Use of web forms

• Website behaviour 

• Previous email behaviour 

• Preference centres

How do you get the data right?



Ensure you have the data in place.

Always look at the desired outcome.

If you do believe it’s going to increase engagement find methods of getting hold of 
the data.

We are now in a world where we need to stand out with more and more emails 
being received on a day to day basis. Using personalisation enables you to stand 
out from the crowd by sending relevant content to your audiences. We are in the 
switch of sending out a newsletter to your entire database to using dynamic 
content to send relevant content part of your newsletter.

Summary






